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1220 SW 3rd Avenue
Portland, Oregon 97204
Thank you USDA/USFS Region 6 for putting me out of the misery of trying
— again, by appealing again, and again — to understand how my grandfathered-in
Department of the Interior, State of Oregon registered, BLM Mining Claims ORMC
151343 to 151374 Nepheline Claims 1 through 32, in good standing, somehow qualified for such hostile treatment of the continual quoting an easy to understand for
operators of ongoing mineral operations guideline of 36 CFR 228 Subpart A?
This on-my-side citation has always been accompanied with an 1969 explanation of the difference of a “common variety mineral material” (leasable under 36 CFR
228 Subpart C) and that of locatable minerals, as defined by Forest Service, USDA 36
CFR 228.42 as the vitally important “Alumino-silicates” (Al2O3-SiO2) which today
have also been identified as a modern C.A.S.H super cement formula Geopolymer
NP, or natural pozzilina equal to what the Romans mined to make a concrete, used
without steel reinforcement on structures that have stood tall for over 2,000 years.
What was the egregious “ghosting” for 1,000 days of a CFR required decision in
90 days signed answer of my formal FS 2800-5 Plan of Surface Operations, all about?
My lengthy wording was in part protecting my “former partner USFS friend” from uninformed tree-huggers demonstrating for the media. I went to great effort to develop a
ECO zero (no trees disturbed) portal on a already in progress to go underground, with
no unsightly tailing dump. As all of the Nepheline Syenite mined could immediately be
sold off to established BIG businesses to fill an ever-growing need to build affordable
housing that can withstand (proven at Omak, Washington) Climate Change forest
fires for 4-hours at 3,000 degrees! And, then especially, when constructed with a “boat
floor”, this hydraulic concrete also has been proven to better withstand flash floods,
and mud slides, following a catastrophic forest fire.
So why has the USFS blocked production of a unique ‘Swiss Army Knife”
Nepheline Syenite ore, needed to help answer the curse of Global Warming? Was this
a follow-the- money by the next door quarry (as shown by a picture as operating on a
school section owned by Koch Brothers Georgia Pacific/Weyerhauser RIT, Vancouver,
Canada? Was there any Hatch Act hint hidden away by a single “common variety” district ranger, hopelessly unqualified as a science researcher, who obviously did not read,
or understand, the university level academic papers included discussing a rare earths/
rare rock, included in my FS 2800-5 Plan of Action?
Since you have validated your ranger’s junk science, setting up a “claim jumping” disposal —by open leasing— of a Prudent Man’s claim “discovery” without the
FSM 2810 promised consultation with the Department of the Interior, Bureau of
Land Management, or Geological Survey— let me remind you personally that the authority of the Department of the Interior to rule on claim validity has been confirmed
by the Supreme Court. This is why I have sent off an Appeal to those really in charge
of a “critical and strategic minerals”. I also am asking the WesternMiner.com District
Miners’ Court to counter contribute to a counter PAC Fund to pay legal expenses.
						

Barry “NAVALNY” Murray

[Please note: Excluded: “Activities not likely to cause a sigificant disturbance of surface resource”. And take
a look at Federal Register Locatable Minerals.pdf for what is a battle for burecratic control BLM vs USFS.

Up to date “McClarty Criteria” Answers , by Previous E-Mail
Barry Murray <macandmurray@gmail.com>
Feb 9, 2022, 7:54 PM		
to (USFS District Ranger) Michele, robert.f.sanchez, katie.isacksen
Thank you for asking me to continue working with Ranger Holman to validate my FS
-2800-5 first filed when I was just a “babbling, crazy, old man of 79-years just waiting for a peaceful death”, exactly 1,071 days ago. Just a tad over Ranger Holman’s Code of Federal Regulation
rules obligation to return the form by registered mail with a yes/no/maybe if within a total
of 90 days.
Now, an even older and wiser, soon to 83, next door competitor with the Georgia
Pacific quarry owned by 86-year old Charles Koch (an oligarch for being ranked the 6th richest
person in the world) that started the struggle over who can operate on Table Mountain — by
blocking an established FS spur road passing by an operation, as shown on a recent magazine
cover, an Table Mountain Nepheline Syenite north quarry to reach my grandfathered-in
Nepheline Syenite east quarry. It should be noted that someone at Region Six (whose name
I did not ) helped prolong this access dispute by simply asking me for permission to install a
gate on the road leading up to the ‘State of Oregon’ Microwave tower consisting of a backup
power source if the buried electrical source leading to the mountain were somehow cut by
accident. I wholeheartedly agreed to the installation —provided I be issued a key to access the
grandfathered-in east quarry. To date, this has not happened. Just another USFS broken promise
— as Mountain Manager Jared Richey’s response to my reporting the felony theft of my
Nepheline Syenite stockpile by a big-tired loader.
My personally responsible underground Plan of Action (on a established no new surface disturbance claim, also mined by the USFS ) is underway right now as an assessment work
project, authorized by Lucas Ponce de Leon as a member of the ECO-Mining-Milling Limited
Cooperative Association, by following the rules of the recommended U.S. Forest Service Mining
Regulations – 36 CFR 228, Subpart A, which reads:
A/B – activities not likely to cause a significant disturbance of surface resources. The
following types of activities are excluded from the operator having to submit a Notice of
Intent (228.4(a)(1)).  Which I had already done for quarry that the USFS also used — with my,
and pevious approval— as a source of “common variety” road gravel for FS Road 52:
• Underground operations which will not cause significant disturbance of surface resources;
• Operations, which in their totality, will not cause a surface disturbance which is substantially different than that caused by other users of the NFS who are not required to obtain FS
authorizations;

And, when it comes to the USDA/USFS citing a Department of the Interior administration “McClarty Test” the up to date “McClarty Criteria” reference of a 1969 standard
should really be cited as a 2020 “ IBLA 2016-154,” where the five “rubber meets the road” questions still are:
“Under the Multiple Use Surface Act. As codified in regulations by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), the five criteria require the decision-maker to:
‘(1) Compar[e] the mineral deposit in question with other deposits of such minerals generally;”
When considering other unique chemically defined alumina-silicate “Nepheline Syenite”
deposits in the World —other then the other 3M deposit in Arkansas — that are operating
in Russia, China, Iran, Canada, selling products needed to fight Global Warming Climate
Change, Oregon’s Table Mountain Nepheline claims deserve the opportunity of being a patriotic check and balance to competitors that a international “cartel” that may also be an
illegal deep state oligarchy.
“(2) Determin[e] whether the mineral deposit in question has a unique physical property;”
Other than citing a 1976 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY PROFESSIONAL PAPER 840 Descriptions
and Analyses of  “Nepheline Syenite” as a New USGS Rock Standards (based upon a Bureau
of Mines laboratory in Albany, Oregon) please go to www.ECO-GoGreen-Magazine.com that
has a collection of scientific papers that goes beyond the recognized uniqueness of Nepheline
Syenite as a needed component for an energy-saving flux in glass, as used in nuclear waste
containers, space-age Nepheline ceramics ,solar thin-film roofing, and “clean air” steelmaking to meet international standards.
“(3) Determin[e] whether the unique property gives the deposit a distinct and special value;”
The ECO-GoGreen-Magazine.com white paper has geologically and mineralogically identified the Table Mountain plutonic volcanic intrusive as distinctly unique Natural Pozzolan
used in a “lost” formula for Roman Cement; superior than a manufactured “dirty coal ash”
substation for use with Portland Cement manufactured coal Fly Ash “strengthener — which
misses the recommended Alumina-Silicate 70% Natural Pozzolan ratio to by almost half.  
“(4) Determin[e] whether, if the special value is for uses to which ordinary varieties of the
mineral are put, the deposit has some distinct and special value for such use; and”
Other than an intended marketplace for 100% natural (non-patentable) Nepheline Syenite
distributed by a small business COOP identified at FoamKrete.com to build affordable housing that would have a proven four hours at 3,000 degrees protection against forest fires, and
a hydraulic concrete advantage of withstanding the flash floods and mudslides resulting
from politically ignoring — or disputing as false science— Global Warming Climate Change.

“5) Determin[e] whether the distinct and special value is reflected by the higher price that
the material commands in the market place.”
This is difficult to answer — as marketing the distinct and special values of ECO-Polymer-Concrete at lower, instead of higher,  prices than a foreign Nepheline Syenite monopoly,
by afford-ably discounting a super strength, portable batch delivered, home and interstate
bridge repair material, really should be determined by, perhaps, an FTC-DOJ Merger Enforcement hearing.
[An update, as mentioned as breaking news in MiningMagazines.com, a dominate member of a
Nepheline Syenite Oligarchy —Russia— seems to want what they called “The” Ukraine , including the REE and rare rocks Nepheline (exported elsewhere) back. It also should be noted
that in the 1950s, Viktor Glukovsky, of Kiev, USSR, developed geopolymer concrete materials.]
Also, yes, I know, Robert, the definition of a serious libel (and slander) from The Associated Press
Stylebook and Libel Manual, the doctrine of Privilege being voided when written maliciously.
So, Michele, Robert is giving you an opportunity of ending this unending nightmare where you
still could end-up the scapegoat of some Region 6 embedded pseudo-Re-Trumplican “Political
Discourse” Climate Change Traitor’s subversive mission.
End this — after reading the ECO-GoGreen-Magazine.com article already answering some of
your misinformed reasoning “from other sources” which would be called to testify the truth
in court, if needed, by simply signing the approval of a FS -2800-5 Plan of action.
Do this before— I ask for an appeal to the United States Department of The Interior, Office of
Hearings and Appeals, 801 N. Quincy St., Suite 300, Arlington, VA 22203, which will be reported
on WesternMiner.com. [Sorry, I just did]
Do the right thing — before I also take this to another Court of Public Opinion at a reorganizedWesternMiner.com Mining District Forum with a fundraising plea for political PAC contributions
to campaign against the USDA/USFS taking away the Mining Law of 1872 “Prudent Man” rights
by “handshake agreements” with the Department of The Interior that the public still does not
fully understand.
Do the right thing — and I promise to work with you as a “backyard partner” to supply a gift to
the community of a 3M style “green nepheline asphalt” which could be applied directly on a mineral earth mountain bike ßtrail to prevent rain-forest washouts. Work with us, as your mission
statement partners, for tourist recreational attraction benefits, as well as, clean jobs employment of forming affordable tilt-up housing.
Barry Murray (503-753-5868)
https://theprospector.com

barrymurray@miningmagazines.com
And , as Ranger Holman’s (et al) Final Letter of November 4th (attached) surprised me with some
“Timeline” statements — many of them opening the door to Freedom of Information Requests, as
to the 1976-80s drilled exploratory drill hole (scanned) core logs for the “Table Mountain Quarry
Development (Proposed), Final Environmental Assessment, Siuslaw National Forest, Plan”.
Other misstatements published by Ranger Holman in her denial of an operator’s 36 CFR 228,
Subpart A, rights following an already accepted Notice of Intent, introduced ,“Wm B. Murray’s
(not appellant) [My Father] subject claims on Table Mountain” which is not the case at all.
What I know about Mining Law, concerning Association Placer Claims, really dates from my
childhood working my way through grade school as an after-school office boy for my very
‘Scottish’ frugal Attorney at Mining Law father, that soon had me assisting his Geological Consulting Company stable of MIT, Montana and Nevada Schools of Mines, and Chase Manhattan
Bank, Mineral consultants. This was the beginning of my “media” career as I taught myself how
to run a Multilith printing press to print geological reports which often included my photography.
So, I learned the importance of only printing the truth, and understood, early on, that it was unethical for “Wm. B” put his name on a Location Notice for a clients benefit.
In other words, my father was not the owner of Western Nepheline Company. I remember bringing a cup of coffee to Mr. Gilkey, President, waiting until “Da” was free for his appointment, while
discussing the limitation then of the Table Mountain Nepheline containing too much iron for
making clear glass. The thought to this devout Christian become the part of bottling alcohol in
colored glass for preservation, was blaspheme. And, I remember his excitement — before JFK—
talking about going to the moon in a Nepheline Ceramic rocket ship, that Biblically, “came to be”.
About here, I need to introduce extracts of a “Prudent Man Doctrine” Seminar Paper presented by Wm. B at the University of San Francisco, September 17, 1977. He Wm. B died in 1983.
				
			
				

Mining Claims — Legal Aspects
By Wm. B. Murray, LL. B., J.D.

The Supreme Court of the United States has said that a perfected mining claim is
property in the highest sense of the term. Even as to the National Forest public domain, Forestry recognizes that mining claimants “have a statutory right, not a mere privilege, under the
1872 mining law and the Forestry Act of 1897” to explore, develop and produce minerals from
national forest land.
Congress, under the “Supremacy Clause” 8 and the “Property Clause”, 9 enacted the
mining law of 1872. Your rights to a perfected located claim are constitutionally protected.
In the mining law, the United States made an offer to citizens to grant them title to lands
bearing valuable mineral deposits when they discover and locate such deposits.
When this offer is accepted, it becomes a contract.
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I should reveal, in this investment styled
‘red herring’ that I have had two careers in my
life that occasionally blend together as one.
As my MiningMagazines, where
TheProspector (whose field experience
memoirs will date back to the uranium “rush”
of 1955 first appeared on fellow Asperger’s
Al Gore’s (and “incomplete education” Steve
Jobs, and Billy Gates 2% Internet). As other
“high functioning” Asperger’s leaders in saving
the only inhabitant planet today — as Greta
Thunberg, Elon Musk, may need a pragmatic
go-between magazine as a place to explain away
“scientific disbelievers” insane babbling, as I
have heard back from potential independent
investors — “Because this proposal addresses
mineral materials, the  Forest Service cannot
evaluate your proposal under the U.S. Mining
Laws... as 36 CFR 228 Subpart A”!

This registered filing of this FS2800-5 Plan of Operations for Mining
Activities on National Forest System
Lands was an attempt to give the USFS
a way of defending itself from nasty
media attacks from far left “tree huggers”.
Which I know, for being one myself,
needs true science to talk the truth.
As an Oregon “Prudent Man”
Prospector who knows how to protect his
own backyard with an ECO awareness,
perhaps I overdid the information
needed to show the correct way of going
underground, as shown, from established
West 1 to East 2 Quarries. This without
cutting any trees, nor leaving behind an
ugly tailing dump of salable product.
So imagine my disgust when
international competitors (Russia, China,
Iran) used the Political Influence of the
Trump/Putin —TP Party to say, “Nyet.”
CLICK COVER TO OPEN FILE

Mining District Court — Discovery Point #1 (The USFS has been invaded by Bullies )
Ranger Michele Holman —this is a recent copy of your “missing letter” of November 4, 2021,
digitally signed by you(?), supposedly sent by you(?), to an out-of-date POB address, and physical
presence I had to abandon due to the threat of an elder-hate-crime physical attack on Table
Mountain by a Tea Party TP “freedom fighter”, funded by the alleged #1 American Oligarch?
I explained to you during the friendly telephone conversation —about the same time as this fraud
was published— where I was proceeding ahead on assurances that you reported you had “expert
advice help”, needed to recognize the truth on what was, or wasn’t “common variety”.
Do you remember during that call my compliant about how helpless I felt when catching two
MAGA wearing hats, loading even more of my “ECO-Minerals-Stockpile.net” into a big tire truck
with a Trump TP [Trump/Putin?] Radical far-right flag flying, political party thugs, in open
defiance of Mining Law and Code of Federal Regulations with a “we were just following orders”
authorization, by whom(?), to steal the material I was using for Proof of Concept housing experiments with only a USFS acknowledged Notice of Intent, stopping me from any chance competing in an open marketplace as you had declared my ore was “nothing but common gravel.”
I also had reported this incidence to your mining manager, just as I had done previously when
criminals had removed the “Whose Rock?” stockpile, as shown on the cover of an MiningMagazines.com E-Market Report, appealing that the rule of law —at least established Miner’s Law—
should followed. The zero acknowledgment of my Real Property Rights being violated by Mineral
Trespass problem, was in part based upon this famous November 4, 2021, letter that ...

To save you the trouble of trying to
reach a new ECO awareness magazine which
hasn’t received the usual search engine “sand
box” exposure, you may read, and download
as a individual (locked for security reasons)
virus free Adobe Acrobat PDF file.
Much of this Academic Review has
been validated as the scientifically correct
answers reviewing the USFS “ghosting” for
over 1,000 days —for economic reasons?— by
hiding behind very outdated, and hard to read
court decisions, from the 1900’s.
Also, this paper goes beyond the
dissemination of Portland Cement
Association papers defending their
best interests by ignoring their role in
manufacturing of greenhouse gases and
promulgating the use of coal dust ‘Fly Ash’,
at only 40% — as a replacement for, zero
carbon, 78 % natural Roman Pozzilina
Cement, for ECO-Geopolymer-Concrete.
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And here is another geologic
contribution, which is also available as a
accredited scientific paper —also search online by the full title— previously published
by MiningMagazines.com, by a “third party”
expert often used to report from the wild
and windy “wool stockings” field. Often in
rebuttal to a “deep canyon silk stockings”
egg-spurt who rides an elevator to report what
he thinks is a proper length x width x depth
tonnage examination (of his cubical?) which
is just down a hallway from the web savvy VP
in charge of Investor Relations.
The professional truth— potential
investors in any natural resource venture,
dependent upon when doing their own “due
diligence”, need something more than a
Toronto Stock Exchange 43-101 vetting, as
brought about by the Breix Scandal.
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... I knew nothing about until “your letter” of January 18, 2022 arrived. Again reinforcing the egregious
December 24. 1918 statement that Nepheline Syenite could not considered as anything other than a
common variety. “Because this proposal addresses mineral materials, the Forest Service cannot evaluate your proposal under the U.S. mining or locatable mineral authorities at 36 CFR 228 Subpart A”.
Since you, Ranger Holman, had been the only one corresponding with me at my new address, which
also is the official notification for ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association LCA, the
proposed operators of the claims. I am assuming someone up-the-pay grade smart enough to read Forest
Supervisor stragetic legal planning memos on how to hide behind illigiocal thinking, and something to
do with a Kafka dictator style kangaroo court gas-lighting, as in his unfinished novel Amerika— similar
to a, “As no oral presentation is being conducted, the record is now closed.”
This undelivered, unknown, Appeal Number 22-06-12-0001-234 , out of time statement, supposedly
went on to forwarding Discretionary Reviewing Officer (address unknown) who “If the Discretionary
Review Officer takes no action  within 30 days [ from January 18, 2022] ... then my decision shall constitute the USDA’s final administrative decision!” — with no input at all from the BLM.
Which is why my next appeal is to the Department of Interior, BLM, who I pay $5,000 + every year to
keep my mining claim title safe from any possible USFS Hatch Act violators who act as if they did
not understand the significance of the clear-listing of Alumina-silicate Al2O3 / SiO2 in a time of
Global Warming War needing a replacement of manufacturing a cement that is the 2nd largest producer
of produces greenhouse gases. Third place goes to the manufacturing steel, for old-fashioned re-bar use.

[Nepheline Syenite is NOT a “common variety mineral”]

[Nepheline Syenite IS the #1 ECO-Geopolymer-Concrete, because it
is a alumino-silicate natural pozzolina volcanic fly ash tuff, superior
in performance manufactured waste materials, as coal dust “fly ash!]
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A valuable ECO-Mining-Milling.com project now being put into production by going underground from
an exhisting “grandfathered” quarry, with no trees to disturb, by a publically open and honest CO-OP.

[I also authorized the gate to the jetty rock quarry,
but have never been issued a key!]

[Recent university research has shown the iron content as an
clean-air avantage as a flux when making steel !]

[l Russia also makes a nepheline syenite cement. And 3M might not like having their “Arkansas...
common construction material” downgraded from their very sophisticated heat barriers,etc !]

Geological Events Dealing with Living Rock of the Nepheline Syenite Alumina-Silicate Family
Naturally Formed Nepheline Syenite Alumino-Silicate [Al2O3/SiO2] High Performance Geopolymer
9 0011Russian NephelineCement (part of the July 2018 FS 2008-5 filing)
7
8
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Also on-file at MiningMagazines.com for the public’s right to know how their tax dollars are being used
by FTC violating monopolistic control freaks to restrain laissez-faire free miners free trade.

12 ExtremedurabilityinancientRoman.pdf

13 AluminosilicatesTechnologyMap.pdf
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As RIA Mines was operating on a lease/option, and I was working on other projects, it would be interesting to
know the full story of everything falling apart after Dr. Manton was arrested for kiddie-porn on his laptop?

[Being this is the first time the 1982b Table Mtn. Development Plan has been mentioned to me, the mineral
For full record
disclosure
the WesternMiner.com We
Mining
Court of Appeal
Assumptions!
claimant,
and editor
of MiningMagazines.com.
are District
hereby formally
making:Defend
a PublicThese
Freedom
of Information Request for all the drill logs, environmental studies, field examinations,which have been hidden.]
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A safe way to connect with a “prudent man” — FrontDesk@MiningMaga-

[Much of this “Diary” is incorrect, assumptions, and incomplete— first Association Placer Claims on the
Mountain was in partnership with a geologist/lawyer, who had to divest when hired as a BLM examiner.

[Let me state again for the record that WesternMiner.com does not recognize the logic of an Agency only dating from 1905 to block any common varieties of Department of the Interior disposal of— or offering up for
lease— of any claims validated by BLM registration of mineral rights. And, yes please, would the writer of this
assumption respond to a summons to appear before a 1872 Mining Law authorized Mining District Court?]

[The continual citation of a Secretary of Interior case law  — Asked and  Answered on  pages 4-6 of this
document— by a USDA/USFS Trump “spoils” Secretary, Sunny Purdue (who when Governor of Georgia was
As asked and answered many times in Barry Murray’s correspondence— as on Pages 5-6 of this document.
under investigation for his personal hunting lodge  favorable  relationship with Weyerhauser Timber .]
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A safe way to connect with Finder/Researcher— Lucasitsanewday@gmail.com

[It is also suggested by a plaintiff that a kangaroo court judge should take a look into the very difficult to
access Russian and Chinese competitive documentation for any clues  why America’s “Right Stuff” Minnesota
Mining and Manufacturing’s Nepheline Syenite in Arkansas has been labeled  “for construction use only”.
Just as European Competitor Cenbrit, that recently offered a  defensive position on the invasion of Ukraine.
Unlike North American (and Russian) Koch Industries that has dug-in their nepheline holdings to protect
Trump and Putin from their senseless abuses of power. ]
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ECO Researchers/ Mineralogist? Contact Barry at — MacAndMurray@gmail.com

[One again, threatening common variety 36 CFR Subpart C 228.41 when trying to drive a long time established, paid up to date, BLM registered claim holder is an overt threat to allow a operating quarry neighbor, on
the same geological structure (mineral material?) to legally “CLAIM JUMP” by buying up a USFS lease.]
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One safe way to connect with Nepheline Syenite finder supplier — Lucasitsanewday@gmail.com

[Wish I had the “B” Western Movie Rights on this sabotaged project. Oh, guess I do. Now, who to cast in my
friend  Ken Kesey’s “Sometime A Great Notion” now that Paul Newman is not available for the sequel?
I know, how about Lucas Ponce DeLeon, an experienced builder with a start-up earn- in “Trade Only” wholesale  distribution network after ECO-Mining-Milling Limited Cooperative Association delivers the product.]
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Another safe way to connect with the CO-OP , with a energetic — Lucasitsanewday@gmail.com

[Perhaps, once again, an answer an Interior case law question concerning  Nepheline
Alumina-Silicate should be  answered with published academic papers : AluminosilicatesTechnologyMap.pdf
MechanicalcementitiousRomanCement.pdf
All filed with the USFS Plan of Action, except this ,  Naturalpozzolanbasedgeopolymers.pdf
So here is a timely  Technical-Ceramics-for-Military-Purposes.pdf
The international price of $250 -$300 per ton, FOB Foreign Ports
is in demand when replacing a $135 per ton Portland Cement  which does not expand as an insulating foam.

[I also have made the statement many times that “As Alumina-Silicate was created by Creator, no patent protection was available”. Apparently the Russians are claiming to have invented the Nepheline zeolites?
The French were the first in Geopolymers.  And the (14 USGS rock standards was a part of my Plan of Action.]
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Another safe way to connect with the CO-OP — ProspectorBarryMurray@gmail.com

[My skill with topographic maps dates from The First Cold War, where I as a one-step above Top Secret Photo-Intel Aeronautical chart specialist for Curtis Le Mays Strategic Air Command, used to have a working
knowledge of what Russia was up to before the Cuban Missile Crisis. Which also validates my “uranium” past.]
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Another safe way to connect with the CO-OP — HomeOffice@ECO-Mining-Milling.com

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nepheline_syeniteß
https://foamkrete.com
UltraFineParticalsInConcrete
STOPpromotingGeopolymer Institute.pdf
DOD-FACT-SHEET-CRITICAL-MATERIALSDefence_Applications_of_Polymer_Nanocomp.pdf

Explain Please, Comrade Trump appointed Commissioners, how a US “Prudent Man” capitalist, how hypothetically a US BLM Registered Claim Holder, well familiar with the risks of sweat labor, been harassed on his
attempts to do an honest  proof of concept by experimental, required, Assessment Work —as a trial Nepheline
powder, and “Russian Lime” recreation of producing a affordable replacement of a 3/4” Marine Plywood
sheet; or a successful “nepheline pot-hole” filling activation that totally disappeared a few days after curing.
Both experiments stopped cold, with the theft of my research  stockpile, as show in much of my sales literature.
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[Alaska Range, 1968, while running a budgeted $250,000 wilderness exploration camp, as an independent contractor for Homestake Mining out of their Vancouver, BC office. Homestake used to be America’s largest gold
producer before being swallowed up by Barric Mining, which pioneered leasing proven in-ground.reserves.]

[I am sorry ‘Smokey the Bear’, but this ‘Me Mongo’ “prudent man” rock banger somehow had it in his head that
a locatable mineal, properly filed at the courthouse, or recorders in Alaska, by a US Citizen, was authorized to
proving up the economic value, using established industry guidlines, while protected from competitive off-shore
monopalys that really do not care who tears-up the backyards of Federally-administered lands in 19 states —
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska,
Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.]
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WesternMiner.com, was established as a
partnership of three old-time prospectors back in
the 1900s, as a financial vehicle to offer “grubstake”
discoveries a place to go around those self ruling
IPO banksters hosting there own Big Board.
Our ‘Little Board’ is really is a virtual log wall
with index cards thumbtacked listing
MinersExchange.com, that got around “selfie”
SEC rules by simply listing a “local” strike-it
-rich opportunity being offered —with
credentials we three old prospectors felt were
valid, backed by published reports, and duediligence within our small community
still following our “Code of the West” as
being offered: For sale, or Lease, or Joint
Venture. Problem was we wouldn’t publish
listing for stockbrokers, phishers and
fraud fishers—and frontier “prospectors”
are disappearing as fast as independent “oil
wildcatters”, “gyppo loggers”, and
Native American “Sohappy “ commercial
fisherman with no treaty rights —

WesternMiner.com’s position today is a legal local Mining District Court.

So I have to ask, since you attested here that “all other parties to the appeals have been provided this document”, was I intentionally excluded in “your” egregious error of furthering a potential Oregon Revised
Statute ORS 517.133 Interfering with a mining operation, or perhaps a ORS 517.128 cause for action?

Another safe way to connect with the CO-OP — HomeOffice@ECO-Mining-Milling.com
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Another safe way to connect with the CO-OP — HomeOffice@ECO-Mining-Milling.com

But I have photographs that could be presented, along with an explanation of what, where,
and why this very interesting filed scientific Assessment Work may have been considered an
economic threat by cartel(?) competitors.

And watching all to keep everything following the law — FrontDesk@MiningMagazines.
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Another safe way to connect with corporate money finder — ehlmanncheri@gmail.com

I suggest that everyone in charge in Region Six drawing
a salary for “regulating the assumed worth of mineral
claims” NEEDS TO READ THIS ”

Forest Service Manual.pdf

bcc reply:
https://ECO-GoGreen-Magazine.com
https://WesternMiner.com
https://MiningInvestment.com
http://TheMiningInvestor.com
https://TheProspector.com
Breaking ECO Business News sources working on a CBS report that “America’s
Deep State Oligarch” — Charles Koch (on Bloomberg Billionaires Index as the
20th richest person in the world)— has come under attack for his anti-American
support of tearing our nation apart, politically by offering to pay the legal expenses of the January 6th conspirators, and announcing his Putin friendly business in
Russia, and Ukraine which will continue to keep his Nepheline Syenite hardened
glass on-line for the benefit of his workers that, “only produce 900 tons per day”.

